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No wonder this driver is scared.

You know, they haven’t even seen a ghost on these dozens of kilometers of mountain
road.

It was really frightening to see a person standing in the middle of the road in the middle
of the night.

Linyuan was also dumbfounded, staring blankly at the young man getting closer and
closer in the middle of the road, blurting out: “This is really a person!”

The man outside the car and in the middle of the road looked very young with a smile
on his face. He was wearing thin clothes with his hands behind his back. His face was
relaxed and indifferent, incompatible with the cold and snowy Changbai Mountains
around him.

This person is Charlie!

At this time, Issac and others hid in the dark 10 meters behind Charlie.

Charlie ordered them that they could just watch the show, but could not show up.

The driver looked at Charlie nervously and said, “Brother, there is someone standing
here so late. It looks weird. Maybe it’s specifically for us. Would you like to drive him
over?”



Linyuan thought for a while, and immediately said, “This person dares to wait here alone
for the eight of us. He wants to come here by no means waiting. Maybe there are any
traps waiting for us. Let’s stop and walk over to see what happens!”

At this moment, Charlie, holding the Thunder Order in his hand, felt calm in his heart.

He dared to stand in the middle of the road, so he was not afraid of the Eight Heavenly
Kings driving him over.

This thunder-thundering order can attract sky thunders at any time. If the eight heavenly
kings don’t get out of the car, they face the gongs and the drums, and then he can
directly use two sky thunders to split their car down the cliff and end the battle.

Fortunately, Linyuan did not underestimate the enemy, and the two cars slowly stopped
at a distance of more than 10 meters from Charlie.

Afterwards, the eight heavenly kings all got off.

Linyuan strode to the front, looking at Charlie through the car lights, and said coldly:
“Boy, who are you? Dare to block Eight Heavenly Kings!”

Charlie smiled slightly and said: “My surname is Wade, my name is Charlie, and the
most famous live-in son-in-law in Aurous Hill is me.”

Linyuan was shocked!

When he was in the car just now, he was still talking about Charlie, everyone was still
thinking, if Charlie was here, it would be nice to kill him all at once.

But they never dreamed that he would actually appear here!

And this seems a bit unreasonable.

When he set off, he was still in Aurous Hill. Why did he arrive earlier than them.

This doesn’t seem possible.



However, he quickly put this question behind his head, looked at Charlie, and asked in a
cold voice: “The surname Wade, did you know that we would be here?”

“That’s right.” Charlie smiled lightly and said: “I thought the Eight Heavenly Kings are
some great people. I didn’t expect them to be eight old gentlemen. You eight should be
400 years old together?”

The eight brothers of Linyuan are indeed quite old, and the youngest one is already
over 50 years old, so the total of the eight people is over 400 years old.

At this time, seeing him and his juniors being so despised by Charlie, Linyuan said in a
cold voice of dissatisfaction: “Today, I didn’t want to take your life, but I still want to keep
your dog and wait for my senior brother. People go to Aurous Hill and take the head of
your item personally! I didn’t expect that there is a way to heaven, you won’t go, and
there is no way to h*ll, you will break in! That’s fine, lest we go to Aurous Hill ourselves
again.”

Charlie smiled and said, “Take my head? It depends on whether you have this ability!”

“Stop talking nonsense!” Linyuan snorted coldly, and said, “Charlie, my eight heavenly
kings are definitely not a vain name. I have not been able to win over the few for dozens
of years. Today I let my youngest brother, Fight for the eight of me! He is known as King
Liyan of Iron Fist, and you will die under his hands. He will not lose in this life!”

After listening to Charlie, with a scornful smile, he sneered: “Iron Fist? Very good, today
you have the opportunity, it is also the good fortune you cultivated in several lifetimes!”

At this time, a strong middle-aged man among the Eight Great Heavenly Kings
screamed, walked to the front, pointed at Charlie and shouted angrily: “Little boy, you
are worthy of killing me? Watch me blow your dog’s head with a punch!”
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After all, his feet rushed toward Charlie like a wind!

The fist that was bigger than the mouth of the bowl was already in front of you at this
time!



He has been practicing boxing for dozens of years, and his whole life of martial arts and
hard work has been condensed on a pair of fists. Only this punch is a stone monument
more than ten centimeters thick. It can also be broken with one punch, which can be
resisted!

But Charlie had already seen through his cultivation at a glance.

Just a brash man with a harder fist!

Compared with him and the worm that shakes the tree, it is no different!

So he did not dodge or dodge, just standing in front of Iron Fist, with a chilling smile on
his face.

Tekken Iron Fist couldn’t believe that this kid should be so despised, he had rushed in
front of him, ready to blow his dog’s head with a punch, but he was not afraid at all!

This is looking down on himself!

In that case, let you taste the price of despising your Grandpa Li!

Afterwards, he rushed to Charlie, and his iron fist rushed straight to Charlie’s head and
smashed it!

With a smile on his face, Linyuan said indifferently: “The Eighth Junior Brother is really
lucky this time, and he did so for nothing! I believe Mr. Orvel will definitely reward him!”

The other juniors all showed envy.

In their opinion, the Eighth Junior Brother can have such a chance, entirely because the
senior brother has perfected, this kid with the Wade is so stupid, he can be killed with
one blow instead of being himself!

Issac, Mr. Orvel and Liang, who were hiding in the dark, all squeezed a cold sweat for
Charlie.

They didn’t understand, why didn’t Charlie hide?



But only Charlie knew that there was absolutely no need to hide from Iron Fist’s cat.

At this point, Iron Fist’s fist wind has blown his face!

Immediately afterwards, the fist was already in sight!

At the moment when Iron Fist thought Charlie was going to die, Charlie suddenly pulled
out a hand from his back, a fist that seemed weak, but lightly faced him.

In the next moment, Iron Fist felt his fist was hit by a hard armor-piercing shell!

Only a sharp pain was felt, followed by the sound of broken bones!

Charlie’s fluttering punch, not only directly unloaded all the strength of Iron Fist’s fist, it
was extremely powerful, and it also shattered the opponent’s right fist, right hand, and
right arm!

Iron Fist instantly let out a tragic cry, and the whole person flew upside down, and fell
into the snow with a thump!

His seven seniors were looking at him dumbfounded at this time, and saw that his entire
right arm was already bloody and hanging, like a mass of rotten meat that had been
blown up by 10,000 tons of boulders.

He is the Iron Fist!

His fist can’t be smashed even if it is a hard rock! Anyone’s body is as vulnerable as
tofu under his fist.

But, why in front of Charlie’s fist, his iron fist turned into tofu?

It was smashed by Charlie’s punch!

Who is the iron fist of these two people? !
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Seeing that Junior Brother was defeated in an instant, Linyuan was struck by lightning!

Although his strength is better than that of the Eighth Junior Brother, his fist is much
worse than the Eighth Junior Brother’s iron fist.

After all, the Eighth Junior Brother himself, for decades, all his thoughts have been
concentrated on his pair of iron fists, and he has never encountered an opponent in the
world.

But who would have thought that a young man in his 20s would smash his fist and his
arm with one punch

How powerful is this, even great force!

Linyuan was terrified!

It seems that Charlie is really not an ordinary person!

But today, eight of his senior brothers are indispensable for a fierce battle!

Issac and others were also surprised!

The three of them never dreamed that Charlie’s strength would be so great!

The other party is also a man with a face, and even if Charlie fights him for more than a
dozen rounds and then defeats him, it can be regarded as the past.

But Charlie was so unreasonable, and he smashed the iron fist with a single move!

This meaning is very obvious, he’s an iron fist, then he will hit the iron fist!

When Iron Fist was smashed to the ground, the whole person was even more shocked.

He didn’t expect that the place where he was most confident and powerful would be
fragile in front of others.

Seeing that his right arm had been rotten to flesh, he knew in his heart that his skill had
been lost in half.



After decades of hard work, he was beaten by a 50% discount. Iron Fist felt extremely
painful. He crawled to Linyuan with one arm, crying and said, “Big brother, you must
avenge me!”

Linyuan darkened his face and nodded gloomily.

“Senior Brother Eighth don’t worry, your brothers will definitely avenge you!”

After all, he said to the other six people: “Junior brothers, this kid is really good! In that
case, I don’t have to talk to him about morals and justice, everyone!”

When Charlie heard this, he laughed: “What he said just now is that the Eight Heavenly
Kings are definitely not a mere name. There are dozens of them in the world, not more
than that, but he didn’t expect it to be just a nonsense! he knew this, with 8 It’s better to
go with an old dog, and it will make Grandpa and him have a good time!”

Linyuan felt that his face was very hot, and said angrily: “You, don’t you play with me
any kind of stimulating method here? You can hurt my eighth junior brother, and
absolutely can’t hurt my seven brothers. Today, Linyuan asked you for your dog life in
Changbai Mountain!”

After that, he said coldly: “But you can rest assured, I will only leave your body in
Changbai Mountain, and your head, I will take your head and return to the Old Master of
the Wu family! If the Old Master of the Wu family pity you, maybe Give your head to
your wife!”

Charlie heard this and said coldly: “Linyuan, right? Don’t worry, today your eight senior
brothers will sleep here! But I won’t take your head away, because you are an old rag.
It’s not worth it for me to take your head!”

“What a big tone!” Linyuan yelled angrily: “We eight brothers have never failed since the
day we played as a teacher. There are countless injustices in our hands. I don’t care if
we have one more!”

Charlie smiled and said lightly: “Today, I want to avenge your many unjust souls!”

Linyuan gritted his teeth and shouted coldly: “Junior brothers, kill this kid with me. We
will use his head to sacrifice the right arm of the eighth brother!”



As soon as the voice fell, the other six people swarmed with him!

Charlie stood on the spot, with his left hand behind him and his right hand in front of
him. At this moment, all the spiritual energy in his body was condensed in his right hand
without any trace.

At this time, he was faintly excited deep in his heart, and the blood in his body had
begun to boil.

Since getting the “Nine Profound Heavenly Scriptures”, Charlie has never encountered
a truly powerful top master.
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He is still in metaphysics, although he has some accomplishments, but in fact, he can’t
bear the shock of thunder.

As for the rag like Oliver Vincent, at best, it is a gangster who commits crimes, and there
is no such thing as a master.

But these eight heavenly kings are really interesting.

Just the punch of the iron fist just now, if it hit that Fake master in the Aurous Hill, it
would really blow his dog’s head with one punch.

If Oliver Vincent was in front of him, he couldn’t carry it back and forth.

But even so, Iron Fist was still too weak in front of Charlie.

Now that the seven people go together, they have a little fighting power!

At this time, Linyuan took the lead!

His seven junior and senior brothers followed him step by step.

The seven people have already set their formations, ready to take Charlie’s life.



Linyuan came to Charlie, his body strength came out of his groin, gathered his hands,
and then made a leap, his palms rushed towards Charlie!

This Linyuan is the best at hand!

The worst time in his life, a crazy adult male elephant was killed with one palm!

This palm technique looks soft, but it can contain incomparable strength, which is many
times more advanced than a boxing.

Whether in the world of martial arts or in martial arts novels, Master Wade is truly
top-notch!

Guo Jing has eighteen palms of descending dragon, Yang Guoyou has the palms of
ecstasy, and Xiaoyao has six palms of Tianshan.

In addition, there are the palms of the god Xuanming, the palm of the Buddha, the palm
of the cold ice, and the palm of the bone.

In martial arts novels, there are so many fascinations about palm, and it can be seen
that palm is the most unpredictable pulse among martial artists!

Linyuan’s palm skills are superb and very powerful, and even looking at the entire
Aurous Hill, he can’t find a master who can compete with Linyuan.

In addition, there are six juniors behind him who are blessed, and this time he is ready
to kill Charlie with a single blow!

But, unexplainably, Charlie is still calm and unspeakable.

He stood here quietly, without moving a moment, and said leisurely: “I admire your
undaunted spirit, but fierceness is one thing, strength is another matter!”

Linyuan had already played ten percent of his skill at this time! It’s like a cannonball that
has been out of the chamber, with unstoppable momentum!

He can already conclude at this time that even if Charlie is a master of martial arts, this
palm is enough to kill him!



So, he shouted coldly: “Boy! You’re looking for death! Watch me abolish your
meridians!”

Just when Linyuan’s palm was less than half a meter away from him, Charlie narrowed
his eyes, and took a step forward casually, saying indifferently, “Linyuan, you are good
at palm skills? Then I will let you try. My palm!”

After that, he turned his right hand into his palm, and with full aura, he greeted Linyuan
unhurriedly!

Linyuan’s palm contained a mighty force, which was unstoppable.

However, when Charlie greeted him with a soft palm, he suddenly felt that he was hitting
a Mountain with a palm!

What he didn’t know was that Charlie’s palm contained an aura that he had never heard
of!

Spiritual energy is between the heaven and the earth, the most refined, pure, strong and
yang, even the strongest!
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How did Linyuan know Charlie’s strength!

Seeing that Charlie didn’t move like a mountain in the first half, but in the second half,
he just slapped softly, thinking that this kid was negligent and would be hit hard by
himself.

However, at the moment when he really met Charlie’s palm, Linyuan realized that his
palm, instead of allowing Charlie to retreat in the slightest, bounced back with a
tremendous amount of strength, instantly squeezing his right arm. Also beaten to
powder!

He didn’t expect that his fate would be the same as the Eighth Junior Brother!



Seeing that the right arm was already in flesh and blood, and he didn’t care about the
injury at all, because his whole body had been flew out by this huge force projectile,
back several meters!

Linyuan retreated quickly while trying to stop his figure in the snow with his legs.

But the power of Charlie’s palm was so great that he couldn’t support his legs at all, so
he could only allow himself to keep retreating!

The six juniors were shocked when they saw this!

They are very clear about the strength of the big brother. If he is allowed to hit a palm
with ten successful powers, even a top expert must be prepared to be able to handle it.

Even, it is likely to be embarrassed because of the big brother’s palm.

But who would have thought that Charlie didn’t rush, and attacked with one hand, hitting
the big brother like a cannonball back after another.

One of them hurriedly shouted: “Quick! Let go of your strength for the big brother!”

Only then did the other five people came to their senses. The six hurriedly stood in two
rows behind Linyuan and tried their best to lend him strength from behind!

However, he did not expect that the speed of his retreat could be called a powerful
force!

At this moment, what his body carries is the aura that Charlie slapped!

Everyone was suffering from severe pain in their arms one after another. Seven people
came to relieve their strength, but they all flew upside down several meters away and
crashed to the ground!

What is even more tragic is that three of them directly smashed their Eighth Junior
Brother, that is, Iron Fist!

The huge force directly smashed the Iron Fist, and vomited blood!



Charlie’s aura is full of power, Linyuan is the first to bear the brunt, and the whole
person is heavily smashed into the snow, like mud, unable to move!

“How is this possible?!”

Linyuan observed at Charlie in disbelief, his face was amazed!

He is an expert in martial arts who came from the hidden Sejong Sect, and he is
invincible across the entire region!

If it wasn’t for the Old Master of the Wu family, and the other party’s heavy invitation,
with his powerful strength, how could he be willing to stick to this small pond in the
south of the Yangtze River?

He asked himself, in his life, he has seen too many opponents, but he has never felt as
powerless as now!

At this moment, he didn’t even see how this kid made the move, and he was hit hard!

For a warrior, nothing is more important than the arm, especially the right arm.

When the right arm is broken, the person is broken.

What master to talk about? nonexistent.

After all, Yang Guo is just a character in martial arts novels. In reality, he has never seen
a one-armed master.

Because, in the case of one-armed, the body is always in a state of imbalance, let alone
fighting with others, even running will have obvious weight imbalance, if a person’s body
center of gravity cannot be in the center of the body, then he has no chance to become
a master


